Evaluation of the L5178Y mouse lymphoma cell mutagenesis assay: interlaboratory reproducibility and assessment.
The L5178Y mouse lymphoma cell mutagenesis assay is used to detect the mutagenic activity of chemicals in a mammalian cell system. To evaluate this assay we compared the results of assays performed independently on 63 chemicals by laboratories at SRI International and Litton Bionetics, Inc. The two laboratories used similar protocols. The solvent and positive control mutant frequencies and cloning efficiencies obtained by the two laboratories were similar, which justified the use of the same quality-control criteria and analytical procedures for analyzing the results from both laboratories. The rate of concordance between the two laboratories was 92% for tests in the absence of S9 activation and 95% for tests in its presence. The results of the assays agreed for 57 of the 63 chemicals; three chemicals could not be compared because there were questionable calls in at least one of the laboratories; the results disagreed for the three remaining chemicals. The concordance rate for these overall assay evaluations was 95%. The interlaboratory concordance rates were similar to concordance rates for replicate experiments within the laboratories (96% at LBI, 94% at SRI). The mouse lymphoma cell mutagenicity results are concordant with the rodent chronic assay results in 78% of 50 chemicals and with the Salmonella assay results in 79% of 56 chemicals. Fifteen carcinogens were examined for genotoxic effects in mouse lymphoma, Salmonella, Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) chromosomal aberration, and CHO sister chromatid exchange assay. Eight of these were positive in all four assays. Of the seven noncarcinogens that were tested in these four assays, none was negative in all four. The main conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the mouse lymphoma cell forward mutation assay, as performed and evaluated in this study, detects chemical mutagenicity in a manner that is highly consistent with other genetic endpoints as well as rodent carcinogenicity studies. Thus the assay quality control and response criteria established in this study led not only to a high degree of reproducibility but also to an apparently reliable detection of mutagenic activity.